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Call blocker apk old version

You are browsing an old version of the call blacklist - Call Blocker. Here you will find APK files of all versions of Blacklist Call - Call Blocker available on our website published until now. The latest version: Call Blocker - Block incoming calls and diallines APK is a communication app on Android. We support all Android devices such as Samsung, Google, Huawei, Sony, Vivo,
Motorola.Selecting the correct version will make the Call Blocker app work better, faster, consume less battery life. You can experience versions for other devices running on your device. Download the Call Blocker app directly without using a Google Account, no registration required, no login required. Our system stores call blocker, an old VIP trial APK, you can see it here. Major
and minor bug fixes Czech translation added Ukrainian translation added;Dutch translation added; new options, blocked incoming call mode options; improved speed of call blocking operation; Add multiple selection modes in call log mask Add customizable voice notifications SIM-Blocker &amp; Call-Blocker APK is an Android communication app, we have the latest version 2.5.3
that is optimized for devices. We support all Android devices such as Samsung, Google, Huawei, Sony, Vivo, Motorola.Selecting the correct version will make the SIM app work better, faster, consume less battery life. You can experience versions for other devices running on your device. Download the SIM app directly without using a Google Account, no registration required, no
login required. Our system stores the old SIM APK, the VIP trial version, you can see it here* new text-to-speech features * Optimized contact options*. New french support, install SIM-Blocker &amp; Call-Blocker APK for Android, it happens many times that we get calls from unknown numbers. These types of situations are not only annoying, but they also waste time and interfere
with quiet moments in our lives. To be honest, do you hate unsolicited calls and calls like us? That's why we created a powerful SIM blocker dialer app that can stop these unwanted calls. SIM-Blocker replaces your phone's standard caller app to receive and analyze all data about incoming calls (such as SIM channels, contacts) as soon as the SIM-Blocker controls the surface of
all incoming and outgoing calls. SIM Blocker - Dialer ensures that you do not By spam callers, unwanted callers or unknown numbers, and always receive information about incoming calls. Just add the number to the blacklist and the app does the rest. Sim Blocker is a security app that allows many functions:  Dual SIM Call Blocker SIM Blocker - Dialer is one of the best dialing
apps in the Play Store. This app is the only dual SIM dialing app for Android devices. This control function is compatible with almost all smartphones that start with Android 7.0.  Task Scheduler, one of the best features of SIM-Blocker – Dialer is task planning. You can schedule a blacklist so that calls are blocked only at certain times, or you can unblock tasks repeatedly for
weekdays. For example, call blocking is enabled from 09:00 to 14:00 every Monday and Wednesday. The app automatically schedules tasks and you don't have to worry anymore.  SMS and notifications with this dialer, you can enable SMS and automatic notifications. If a call is blocked, you can set it to automatically send SMS and receive notifications for all blocked calls. Sim
Blocker - Dialer is beautifully designed and easy to use, free version of SIM Blocker - Dialer comes with ads✅ ✅. ✅ Whitelist is provided to make sure that some people don't get it. blocked.✅ blacklist to block numbers✅ Get notifications when calls are blocked✅ Enable SMS Automatic Response on Blocked Calls ✅ Do Not Disturb mode is provided ✅ quick and easy to install ✅
clean and easy to use. Scheduler.✅ Reactivate ✅ all items of blocked calls ✅ the most powerful call blockers. Apps in play store.✅ dual SIM call blocker. We'll be happy to hear from you, please rate the SIM Blocker app for further updates. Thanks for using the SIM Blocker app  Download SIM APK here? The OctoCaller app lets you get rid of spam callers and scams,
telemarketing calls, robocalls, and stops anonymous and unknown callers. Control your phone record and don't let annoying unpleasant calls get in the way. - Ignore spam, add to your blacklist, report to an alternative database as yours!  or ? OCTOCALLER FEATURES: Great call blocker widget - When you receive a call, the smart widget appears on your screen with the
number information. For every number Call you,» for all numbers that are not in your contact list,» Caller- OctoCaller code specifies an instant call and shows you that the person is your contact or may be a blacklisted number from the database. - Don't worry about accepting or rejecting unknown calls. - Easy and reliable caller ID control Create a personal blacklist - get rid of
some unwanted callers for good - lock unwanted phone numbers by adding them to your blacklist and never hear from it again. - You can block numbers and a single number range. - Protect yourself with custom call protection A large database - call blocker compares all your incoming calls with numbers in the database - the database continues to grow every day and numbers
are millions. Add your own number and select categories by type of call :» Spam»Scam»Aggressive Ads»robocall,» Financial Services » Surveys, Telemarketing,» Anonymous Caller Blocker - Call Blocker lets you prevent anonymous anonymous people from leaving anonymous identities and hidden numbers – you can choose to automatically block all unknown numbers in
settings! Block all unwanted calls - block all annoying calls and be the ones who decide which calls are worth your attention. - Decide what to do with unwanted callers: Do you want to block them from ever calling you again? Need time without interruption? Do you want privacy for important meetings? Do you want to sleep? Do you want weekend privacy? With the Do Not Disturb
function, you can't see the offline world for as long as you want. Detailed caller information and call logs - Call logs in OctoCaller are set up to replace your call logs with detailed information that can be seen at first glance. - Caller information displays call logs, user reviews, database types with the option to report numbers, summarizing solid !» Block anonymous and hidden
numbers » Block Unknown Caller » Block unwanted and annoying calls » Block robocalls » Spam Blocks &amp; Call Scams » Telemarketing Blog » Block numbers from blacklist » Block all numbers for some time. In order for OctoCaller to work properly, we want you to allow us :✔ read call logs ✔ Write call logs ✔ Send smsdo you love using OctoCaller: Call Blocker? It would be
great if you can comment positively and honestly on the Play Store.com, showing us your support by being our donor  of thanks to the use and support of OctoCaller! Sometimes newer versions of apps may not work with Because of system incompatibility, until the app developer fixes the issue, try using an older version of the app. If you want to roll back call control - Call
Blocker, please refer to the app's version history in Uptodown, it contains all versions of files downloadable from Uptodown for the app, download call control rollback - Call Blocker for android call control all versions - Call Blocker published on Uptodown is completely virus-free and free download at no cost 2.11.1 Aug 24th, 2020 2.10.3 June 4th, 2020 2.10.2 May 28th, 2020 2.10.1
May.19 Time 2.9 Apr.263 2.9.7 Apr.63 Time 2.9.5 Mar 2019 2.6.11 62 time 2.6.1 Jul 19 at 2.25.4 Nov 27th, 2020 2.25.3 June 2.24 Apr 19 Time 2.19.3 Oct 19 At 2.18.5 Jan , 2019 2.18.4 Dec 30th, 2018 2.14.1 Apr 21st, 2019 2.7.4 Aug 7th, 2016 2.7.3 Mar 31rd, 2019 View Download and Install Apk Apk For Older Versions for Android
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